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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which network topology allows all traffic to flow through a central hub?
A. star
B. mesh
C. bus
D. ring
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Explanation
Star topology is the most popular topology for the network which allows all traffic to flow
through a central device.

NEW QUESTION: 2
The COMSTAR framework provides support for the iSCSI protocol.
Select three options that correctly describe the COMSTAR framework.
A. SCSI commands are carried over IP networks and enable you to mount disk devices from
across the network onto your local system.
B. COMSTAR allows you to convert any Solaris11 host into a SCSI target device that can be
accessed over a storage network.
C. iSCSI devices can be used as dump devices.
D. Large amounts of data can be transferred over an IP network with very little network
degradation.
E. One IP port can handle multiple ISCSI target devices.
Answer: A,B,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
B: By carrying SCSI commands over IP networks, the iSCSI protocol enables you to access block

devices from across the network as if they were connected to the local system. COMSTAR
provides an easier way to manage these iSCSI target devices.
D: Common Multiprotocol SCSI TARget, or COMSTAR, a software framework that enables you to
convert any Oracle Solaris 11 host into a SCSI target device that can be accessed over a storage
network by initiator hosts.
E: One IP port can handle multiple iSCSI target devices.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What distinguishes an independent basic service set (IBSS) from an infrastructure basic service
set (BSS)?
A. An IBSS does not have a distribution system (DS), but a BSS does.
B. An IBSS does not require beacon frames, but a BSS does.
C. An IBSS does not support 802.11 authentication or association, but a BSS does.
D. An IBSS does not support any 802.11ac enhancements, but a BSS does.
Answer: A
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